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Revamped M1 iMacs stole the show: Purchase Intent Mentions spiked alongside 
Sentiment as consumers expressed pleasure with the iMac’s appearance, functional elements, 
performance, and cost. The top wish-list item in tweets expressing sentiment was a larger screen.

AirTag looks to be a hit: Sentiment is high for a new product launch, at 75% positive. 
Comparatively, AirPod Sentiment was nearly 20 points lower on its announce date. 

Ted Lasso is producing demand for Apple TV: Apple TV demand spiked on 
Tuesday, and original content series Ted Lasso is driving demand. The show records the highest 
consumer happiness rating among large original content series in our universe. 

Apple Podcast upgrades met with yawn: Apple trails competitor Spotify in the 
podcasting space. Mentions of consumers listening to Apple Podcasts have decreased -5% YoY 
compared to +23% YoY for Spotify Podcast listening mentions.
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Summary



April Event: iMac Purchase Intent SpikeiMac demand surged in 
November 2020 when 
Apple announced an 
updated lineup of Mac 
devices powered by its 
own system-on-chip, the 
M1. 

On April 20 Apple unveiled 
its first major iMac redesign 
since 2009, featuring seven 
colors and also powered by 
its M1 Chip.

Purchase Intent mentions 
spiked on both 
announcement dates. 

Mac brand demand has 
steadily risen since 2015 
and thrived in 2020 as 
consumers increasingly 
worked from home and set 
up home offices.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/10/apple-event-live-updates.html
https://www.macworld.co.uk/news/new-imac-3696859/


April Event: iMac Sentiment BoostConsumer Sentiment 
spiked positively on 
both recent Mac brand 
announcements -- a 
nice sign alongside 
increased demand. 

Mac brand sentiment 
has increased by 5 
points YoY.

The top “wishlist” item 
present in sentiment 
tweets analyzed was a 
larger screen. Many 
consumers indicated 
they would wait in 
hopes of future 
versions with this 
feature. 



April Event: iMac Sentiment DriversWe analyzed +3,500 
positive sentiment tweets 
from April 20-21 to 
determine the main drivers:
What do consumers like 
about the new iMac? 

Appearance – “love the 
colors”, “beautiful display”, 
“looks sexy”

Features – appreciated 
ethernet hookup, improved 
camera, and Touch ID 
integration

Performance – positive
reaction to speed and M1 
Chip performance

Cost – “cheaper than 
expected”, cost isn’t bad



April Event: AirTag Demand Exploding
Apple announced 
AirTags (individual item 
trackers) to consumer 
delight. 

On the date of announce,
sentiment was more than
75% positive. 

For comparison, AirPod
sentiment was ~55% 
positive when the brand 
was announced in 2016.

AirTag Mentions have 
already overtaken 
competitor, Tile (read 
more here).

Pre-orders begin April 
23, and we’ll be watching 
for continued traction. 

https://home.likefolio.com/apple-aapl-just-crushed-another-competitor/


April Event: Apple TV 4KApple first launched its Apple 
TV streaming device more 
than a decade ago. 

The brand surged in 
popularity when AAPL 
launched streaming content 
subscription “Apple TV+” in 
November 2019. 

Now, Apple TV is one of the 
main players in the streaming 
game. Note this view does 
include streaming content 
and device mentions, but
showcases comparative 
strength vs. Amazon and 
Google streaming devices. 
(Volume is represented by 
the size of each circle.)

Apple TV mentions have 
surged +70% QoQ (on a 7day 
moving average) since the 
announce of Apple TV 4K.



Apple Event: Consumers Love Ted LassoApple has proven it 
can hang in with the 
big guys when it 
comes to content 
production quality. 

In the last year, Ted 
Lasso retained the 
highest consumer 
sentiment rating in 
our coverage universe 
vs. other original 
content releases.



April Event: Apple Podcasts Trail SpotifyConsumer mentions of 
engaging with Apple’s 
Podcast platform are 
slipping YoY.

While we are entering 
a tough comparison 
period (last year at 
this time, consumers 
were stuck inside 
seeking digital 
entertainment), the 
company is trailing its 
largest competitor: 
Spotify.

-5% YoY

+23% YoY



Disclaimers
The material in this presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to 
sell, a solicitation to buy, a recommendation or endorsement for any security or strategy, nor does it 
constitute an offer to provide investment advisory or other services by LikeFolio, SwanPowers, LLC, or its 
employees. 

This information is not investment or tax advice. 

SwanPowers, LLC and LikeFolio is not an investment advisor or a broker dealer.

Investing in securities involves risks, and there is always the potential of losing all your money. 

Before investing in any strategy, consider your investment objectives and speak with a professional. 

Past performance does not guarantee future results, and the likelihood of investment outcomes is 
hypothetical.
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